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Vennersys Supports Apple Pay in the U.K. 
Milton Keynes, UK., 10th July, 2015 — Vennersys announced today it will help support secure 

transactions by supporting Apple Pay, the easy, secure and private way to pay, when it launches in 
the U.K. later this month. 

Through Vennersys Venpos Cloud and Enterprise products, the company’s leading visitor attraction 
ticketing, backoffice and Epos solution, visitor attractions can take full advantage of Apple Pay. 
Payment card information will be more secure for purchases made with Apple Pay via our NFC 
enabled POS terminals. 

Security and privacy is at the core of Apple Pay. When a credit or debit card is added to Apple Pay, 
the actual card numbers are not stored on the device, nor on Apple servers. Instead, a unique Device 
Account Number is assigned, encrypted and securely stored in the Secure Element on the 
consumer’s mobile device. Each transaction is authorized with a one-time unique dynamic security 
code, instead of using the security code from the back of the payment card. 

Digital payments are on the rise. In the U.K. alone, mobile payments are projected to rise to £53.6 
billion ($70.61B) in the next ten years, and 75 percent of the U.K. population are expected to have a 
smartphone by 20191. 

“Vennersys’ support of Apple Pay clearly demonstrates our commitment of enabling our visitor 
attraction customers to deliver an amazing experience to their visitors," said Paul Harding, Managing 
Director, Vennersys. "Our number one priority is security for the visitor attractions we serve.  Apple 
Pay allows their customers to pay securely with ease and will change the face of the mobile payments 
industry." 

For more information about Apple Pay, visit: http://www.apple.com/apple-pay/. 

1 http://www.pymnts.com/in-depth/2015/how-uk-consumers-use-mobile-to-shop/ 

About Vennersys 
At Vennersys, We provide ticket solutions including retail, visitor attraction management and ticketing 
software solutions to a variety of today's visitor attractions in the UK. 

Markets served by Vennersys include Historic Houses & Estates, Museums & Galleries, Cultural and 
Heritage Sites, Safari Parks and Aquariums, Zoos and Botanical Gardens, Farm Attractions, 
Children's Play and Activity Centres, Heritage Railways, Family Entertainment Centres 

Vennersys' headquarters are located in Milton Keynes, UK, with clients comprising of many of the 
UK’s leading visitor attractions 

For more, please visit us at : www.vennersys.co.uk 

Contacts:     

Simon Kniveton, Director, Vennersys 
01922 472028            

Simon.kniveton@vennersys.co.uk 
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